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Abstract 

Most of firms design products by using several resources such human resources and tools, to sell these 
products to customers regardless to design the products for learning objectives. Based upon several 
endeavors realized in the academic and hands-on activities this paper presents the three basic theories 
underlined to the notion of design for learning and teaching c knowledge, design, and learning theories. 
After a short review of knowledge and knowledge management theories context and proposing a semantic 
model we will shortly present a review of the literature in design theory. Paper continues by describing the 
learning theory context and the basic model based upon which we will develop our unique model; 
knowledge ingenition process.  
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1. Introduction 

According to the OECD [1], the worldwide expenditure in educational systems in the next decade 
represents something about 2000b$. But regrettably often products are designed and industrialized 
without using a scientific approach toward learning and teaching dimensions. Our work is underlined by 
three basic theories; knowledge theories, design theories and learning theories (see the figure 1). Based on 
these theories we will propose an integrated framework to analyze the knowledge generation process 
under an ingenition model. The whole knowledge, generated, stored and re-used in any firm, comes from 
its activities to answer final customers’ needs. These needs should be collected, understood (more or less 
precisely) and translated into usable constraints for design and development team. In a “classical” product 
development project (i.e. usage-oriented products), these aspects are quite well understood and studied 
hardly. We call these projects design for use, because the main purpose of the products here is to be used 
by customers. Laptops, cars, cell phones etc are all usage-oriented products. Nevertheless looking at 
learning/teaching-oriented products (the Sony™ Aibo robot or Lego for instance), ironically, the research 
field is quite poor. As far as we know, there are no methods and tools to study deeply processes needed to 
understand direct and indirect customers needs for these products. Moreover, the way that these needs 
should be used by the firm as a design and development framework is not studied. In other words, the 
paradigm of design-for-teaching/learning is still undeveloped. Our research addresses precisely these 
subjects. 
Most of firms design products by using several resources such human resources, knowledge, and tools, to 
sell these products to customers regardless to design the products for learning objectives. At the practical 
and theoretical level, there exist many propositions to conserve, to improve, to share, and to stock the 
knowledge but very few propositions about a global integrative system has been proposed. The aim of this 
paper is to describe the basic underline theories from the principal theory of design to generation of 
knowledge. Based on our understanding in the domain of product design, we will propose new model by 
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which it is possible to aggregate the theories and systems in the field of knowledge management, more 
especially at the level of product design. 
Paper is divided into four parts. In the first part we will develop a value chain to knowledge creation 
process. Paper continues by reviewing some literature in the design and learning theories. In the fourth 
section we develop our unique model, namely knowledge ingenition process. 

Ingenition
process

Design 
Theory

Learning 
Theory

Knowledge
Theory

 
Figure.1: underline theories 

 

2. Knowledge theory: a model proposition 

The management of knowledge is considered as a main source of competitive advantage for firm. Some 
companies enjoy a competitive advantage if they know how to expand, disseminate, and exploit 
knowledge internally [2], [3], if they know how to protect their knowledge from expropriation and 
imitation by competitors [4], if they know how to share with, transfer to, and receive knowledge from 
business partners [5], [6], and if they are able to merge knowledge from distant locations [7].  
Although there were presented several frameworks in KM, but there exist a lack of process view as value 
chain. Holsapple and Jones [8] developed a value chain for KM process and activity. Lee and Yang [9] 
explained a knowledge value chain for all activity concerning KM. These endeavors are mainly theoretical 
and focus on activities in organization and a macro view of whole knowledge based view. We suppose that 
the problem of semantic view of KM, basically what change in the nature, content and context of 
concepts when transforming data to wisdom, is unsolved. In addition, this transformation from data to 
capability must link to results, without this deliberate and systematic link, there exist a risk to do not 
valuate and appraised value creation nature of process and so lost opportunity. In this value chain of 
knowledge creation our goals is at first to valuate knowledge and the process that lead to organizational 
wisdom and in second to proposed a conceptual framework in which it brings together basic semantic 
concepts systematically and methodologically.  
We belief that one of the important approach to clarify this problematic topic in semantic literature of 
KM is considering transformation from data to KM performance based on a process of value creation. 

Value Chain of Knowledge Creation (VCKC) 

Employing Porter's value chain analysis approach, we developed a knowledge value chain. Knowledge 
value chain consists of the basic elements of this semantic value chain, value processing activities, and 
output as final margin that here is knowledge performance. These processing components and activities 
are the building blocks by which a corporation creates a product or provides service valuable to its 
customers. Several authors tried to make a distinction between data, information, and wisdom. Some add 
a category as understanding [10]; in this paper we will try to make a distinction between data, information, 
knowledge, individual wisdom as competency or expertise, and collective wisdom as capability. Although, 
always in organization there exist some endeavors to value creation from knowledge and intellectual 
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capital either in KM activity or another notion as organizational learning, but we think that this framework 
is drawn upon consciously, systematically, and deliberate management of these activities as a global 
umbrella to bring together all transformation activities that lead to value creation for organizations. Figure 
2 depicts components of VCKC. Model divides in five main components: 

 Basic concepts as data, information, knowledge, competency, and capability; 
 Main and principal attributes of each concept; 
 Processing or transformation activities that lead to add value to each concepts; 
 Recursive nature of transformation with the deductive and inductive nature; and 
 Outcome. 
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Figure.2: Value Chain of Knowledge Creation 

One of the results in this work is to open a window for information researchers to consider 
epistemological concepts in KM, based upon process view. The framework proposed will be utile in serve 
as:  

(A) To develop ontology for semantic and epistemological concepts in KM and knowledge creation and 
so far entering intangible resources of organization in the articulated scheme. 
(B) To governance of knowledge process management. 
(C) To Modeling divers activities resulting in value creation for enterprises more especially resource 
modeling, information modeling, and knowledge modeling. 
(D) To create a conceptual basis in KM and knowledge engineering. 

3. Design theories in relation to knowledge 

Almost always customers’ requirements are defined in terms of usage of the target product. This is the 
very first set of needs of clients. That is the reason why, the design theories are mainly focused on usage-
oriented services or products. Design articulated around the description of the forms, the structures, of 
the functions, is a very well studied field. Somehow, design is a process that covers various necessary steps 
going from the identification of market needs till the realization of the product. This process is sequenced 
by various intermediate states of representation of the product, such as the requirements, the sketches, the 
models or the prototypes. 
The most of knowledge are really generate in the phase of design. Tollenaere [11] shows that it is 
necessary to model data and knowledge related to the product from the beginning of the design process. 
Grabowsky’s approach [12] positions the problem in the product lifecycle. Four modeling levels, called 
layers, are then necessary: modeling the requirements layer, functional layer, physical principles modeling 
layer and forms modeling layer. Umeda’s «Function - Behavior - State» model [13] and the «Function - 
Evolution - Process» model of Shimomura [14] have similar characteristics by defining the designers’ job 
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according to three sequential steps. Andreasen’s proposition [15] is focused on knowledge structuring of 
any product according to four fields, corresponding to the four sequential activities of design: physical 
phenomena, functions, organs and parts/items.  
The multi-model of product [16] [17] [18], envisages the innovative design which looks for:  

1) Stocking product knowledge coming out from various core businesses and jobs and  

2) Managing their interactions during the product lifecycle. 

This structure permits to conserve the track of past objectives and actions according Ouazzani [19] which 
pushes designers towards specific solutions. But, in this work, the operational aspect is not studied and the 
links between this model and the others activities of a process or with the product itself are not 
mentioned. This, from our point of view limits largely the study of possibilities of knowledge generation, 
reuse and capitalization.  
At the heart of these models, the Design Structure Matrix, (DSM), associated with a product description 
module is cornerstone of our work. DSM structures the product development phase by splitting it into 
several problems to solve. This matrix allows keeping track of past paths of design. Fagerstrom [20] uses it 
and structures the links between designers and sub-contractors in a design process. Lockledge [21] designs 
an Information System to facilitate communication between actors. Clarkson [22] explain the Visualization 
techniques to assist design process planning.  
DEKLARE model developed by Saucier [10] purposes a product model based on the integration between 
physical, functional and geometric model. This is a routine design. The designer, a mechanical expert, 
defines the physical model and functional model at the same time. He/She enriches these models then in 
order to add to them various professional aspects. This allows achieving to a validated physical model. A 
new set of parameters are deduced and transferred to the CAD/CAM software tools.  
The process model proposed by Vargas [23] is based on task (problem to solve) and method (means to 
solve) in order to ensure the design evolution. A task represents a problem and indicates the links with 
physical model components and functional model defined in precedent project. These works are 
developed in the KOMOD environment by Yvars [24]. 
Our proposition is not against these theories in design but we will try to consider them as the approaches 
including in the practical aspect of our framework. That means we have been influenced by some various 
parts of several models. Closer to our research field, Norman [25], Maier and Fadel [26], Brangier [27] and 
later Brown and Blessing [28] works on the concept of “affordance”. It refers to the capacity of a product 
to be understood and used without additional information. This concept is clearly related to those 
products that will be used by customers. However, it is possible to use this concept to qualify a 
learning/teaching product because even these products should be easily used by direct and indirect 
customers. To complete the qualification of a product, we propose the concept of “learnability” which 
refers to the capability of a product to support the process of knowledge transmission connecting direct 
customers to indirect customers. This concept includes the affordance. The “learnability” of a given 
products can be assessed, analyzed and improved by applying the ingenition process as it will be described 
hereafter. 

4. Learning theory 

In this field, we explore and compare our proposition with Giordan’s proposition [29]. We will try to 
show that our model will be able to integrate all characteristic of this model. Research on knowledge and 
learning is currently converging towards several key findings. These specifically highlight the limits of both 
traditional teaching practices and of several innovations (active, non-directive, discovery methods).  
The appropriation of knowledge results from design transformation processes in which the designer-
learner must take the leading role. Knowledge acquisition is the result of elaboration activity during which 
designer-learner compares new information with mobilized knowledge and produce new meanings, which 
in turn are more appropriate for answering their questions. The main theories on learning are all quite 
limited in this respect. Therefore, to understand learning processes we must develop a new model that 
could integrate the parameters, which challenge mobilized designs. One attempt was initiated at the LDES 
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in 1987 [30] and since 1989 it has been successfully refined [31]. The model is now known as the 
Allosteric Learning Model. This model defines the issues, explain the main characteristics of learning, and 
allow predictions. In figure 3 we can find the position of allosteric learning theory in comparison with 
several learning theories. 
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Figure.3: The comparison situation of allosteric learning model 

All of the theories require a detailed analysis in order to determine their overall potential and limitations 
with regard to educational and cultural practices. Apart from certain cognitive approaches, learning is not 
the original focus of any of these theories but is considered, at best, as a potential side effect. However, 
when studying learning, we cannot just focus on learners and their conceptual mechanisms. Although 
these have an aspect of self-organization, they are largely inter-dependant and related to conditions, and to 
the successive environments through which they have emerged during each individual's history.  To fill 
this gap we have tried to develop a new model, which combines 'interaction' and 'elaboration' but also 
'integration' and 'interference': the Allosteric Learning Model (ALM). In the allosteric model, as explained 
above, learning is not dependant on a single factor, but on a network of conditions we call the 'didactic 
environment'; this is overwhelmingly important for teaching and for science popularization in general. In 
fact, it is the history of these conditions that happens to be crucial. In figure 4 we explain the ALM briefly. 
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Figure.4: ALM 
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5. Knowledge ingenition process 

The idea of this section is to establish a grid of analysis which helps the decision makers to formalize their 
strategies and to support their strategic decisions in this field. we seek how the knowledge grow up, know-
how and human factors in order to identify methods for capitalization of knowledge and capitalization of 
know-how in the process of products design. In fact, decisions should be taken based upon the data, the 
models and the knowledge which will employ in the design process. Consequently, the grid must allow the 
expression of various levels of design decision through a different granularity. On strategic level, one of 
the firm finalities is to have a comprehensive view about training objectives. The actors of the decision 
have the responsibility of distinguish how the various factors (internal and external) can influence design 
process, production and organization. We propose elements of assistance to this understanding through a 
grid. We will build this grid step by step. The grid, we name that knowledge ingenition process, is 
decomposed on five mains components (see figure 5): 

 The social and cultural context and environmental interest; 
 Customer intention of positioning that means the goals of customer to use ours products; 
 Knowledge Generation in product life cycle here extended product;  
 The internal and external comparative scale; and 
 Value chain of enterprise for decomposition of enterprise activities upon which we analyze the 

knowledge generation (SW) 

This grid contains two distinct parties: 1) Context allowing the description of environment constraints, 
those related on the users and the product. 2) The operational part describing the forces and weaknesses 
of the firm throughout product life cycle in comparison with the human resources and knowledge of the 
actors. Initially this grid make possible to describe the actual position (AS IS) for the firm within the 
framework of the launching a new product project. This analysis makes the decision makers able to 
identify the requirements for tools acquisition. It allow set up a strategy of knowledge acquisition. We 
propose the formulation of this strategy in three points:  

 Formulation of the needs; 
 Highlighting the interdependences between these various acquisitions; and  
 Planning in the time of the trainings necessary. 

The execution of this strategy should allow the realization of the objective initially identified (TO BE). We 
should mention that the detail and explanation level of this framework is the subject of second paper 
accepted in EXPPAND08 workshop. 
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Figure.5: Knowledge ingenition process 

6. Conclusion 

In this paper we present the basic underline theories under which we developed our unique framework in 
knowledge ingenition process. It was argued that regarding several model, framework proposed in the KM 
community, there is a lack of model by chain value logic that could include several concepts in knowledge 
management. Based upon the model proposed by authors in KM context and explanation of some related 
design theories, and the positioning is the learning theories context, we introduced an ingenition process 
as a global framework. The framework presented here is an abstract level model and need to be the 
subject of decomposition and going in detail. More especially by applying this framework to the real cases 
that will be validate practically and will be the matter of diffusion in practice as well as academic context. 
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